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ber: one for 120 yards, over 10 hurdles, each
3 feet, 6 inches high; and the other of 220
yards, over 10 hurdles, each 2 feet, 6 inches
high.   In the race over high hurdles, the first
is 15 yards from the starting line;  each
hurdle is 10 yards from its neighbor, and the
tenth is 15 yards from the finishing line.   In
the low hurdle race, the hurdles are distrib-
uted at intervals of 20 yards throughout the
course.    A hurdle race requires great skill
and endurance, as well as high speed. While
the hurdler may run the first stretch and the
last stretch as he pleases, he must, if he is
to succeed at all, take always exactly the
same number of steps between hurdles and
jump over them in precisely the same way
each time.   The record for the low hurdles is
about  23  seconds; for the  high hurdles,
about 14.2 seconds.
In making a pole vault the athlete takes the
pole, which is usually at least 16 feet long,
and, measuring the height of the bar with his
eye,' takes hold of the pole at the proper
height and goes back for his run. With the
long pole extending forward, he runs down
to the "take-off" and puts the iron-shod end
of the pole into the ground and leaps up-
ward, throwing his feet above his head and
pushing his body up at arm's length till he is
above the cross-bar. Then, with a quick mo-
tion, he throws the pole from him and him-
self over the bar. In each competition three
trials are allowed at every height at which
the bar is placed. The amateur record for
pole vault is somewhere near 14 feet, 4
inches.
The shot put consists in throwing or
putting a 16-pound shot forward from the
shoulder. It is not a throw exactly, but a
push forward and upward. The competitor,
who stands within a circle 7 feet in diameter,
must not step outside in the course of his
throw. The measurement is made from the
circumference of the circle to the spot where
the shot first broke ground. A 12-pound shot
is the customary size in high school contests.
The record for the 16-pound shot is about
52 feet; the high school record for th^ 12-
pound shot is about 44 feet.
Eammer throwing is made under condi-
tions similar to those of the shot put. The
hammer, with its handle, must not exceed 4
feet in length, nor its total weight exceed 16
pounds. The head of the hammer is usually a
spherical shot, and the handle, a chain with
a wooden or metal attachment for the hands.
The contestant, standing within his 7-foot
circle, swings the hammer around his head to
gain momentum and then throws it with the
force of his body. The record for the 16-
pound hammer is about 189 feet.
The discus throw is made from a 7-foot
ring and is measured in the same way that
the shot put and hammer throw are measured.
The discus itself is of smooth, hard wood>
weighted with lead in the center and capped
with brass disks and a steel ring, aiid should
not exceed 8 inches in diameter nor 2 inches
in thickness at the center. Its weight is
4% pounds. The discus is taken in the lingers
of the right hand with the flat side lying
against the palm of the hand and wrist, and
with a whirling motion and a long, full-arm
swing the discus is thrown. The record for
the discus throw is about 169 feet.
Training. Each particular form of ath-
letic exercise requires special training, if
a person is to excel in it. Not only must the
athlete do over and over again the things he
expects to excel in, but he must learn the best
ways of doing everything and must train
himself to do them with the least possible
expenditure of energy. It is here that the
coach is best able to help the aspiring athlete.
There are, however, some things which must
be learned and done, no matter what the sport
or game the person is to enter:
The clothing should be adapted to athletic
contests; it usually consists of a shirt and
knee pants of light cloth, thick stockings and
shoes suitable for running on the road. A
sweater or blanket is a necessity for use after
exercise, in order to prevent taking cold. The
rubber-soled gymnasium shoes are good for
road work, though a light leather shoe is
preferred.
The exercise should be general and not con-
fined to the forms of exertion that are neces-
sary in the particular contest. Anything that
develops general strength and agility is an
aid in any special contest. It is a serious
mistake to try frequently to make a record
for one's self; that is, to run at full speed
over the entire course in which the competi-
tion is to take place, to throw the hammer
as far as possible or to jump as high as one
can. After two or three weeks of general
exercise and trials of the event at a moder-
ate pace, the person may safely, as often as
once or twice a week, do Ms best without
fear of injury. Some good athletes never at-
tempt to xaake a record except in competition.

